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MBC Inventory

The following presentation is a look at the 
parts that make up the Elementary/Middle 
School Mobile Broadcast Cart.  Please take 
every effort to maintain the cart’s 
inventory and working condition.

Thank you.



MBC – Front View
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Samsung TV 
(14” monitor)

Video Switcher Panel
Mixer
Panasonic VCR
Cannon Video Camera
(mounted on top of cart)



Canon digital video camera

Panasonic digital 
video camera 
connects to the 
top of the MBC for 
broadcasts



RCA Cable

connects camera’s 
audio/video 
outputs to cart 



power cord

connects camera 
to power outlet on 
the back of the 
MBC



digital video camera remote

remote for 
controlling the 
Canon digital video 
camera 



tripod

for mounting 
video camera



microphone and stand (boom)

connects to the 
MBC for better 
sound recording



MBC – Rear View

Please make sure 
that any and all 
wires/cables used 
for connecting 
MBC peripherals 
are stored in the 
drawer on the 
back side of the 
cart.



MBC Inventory
2 keys
CATV cable
video cable (ends: 1 
male/1 female) 
video cable (ends: 2 
male)
4 video camera 
cords 
VCR cable
headphones with 
brass adapter
microphone cable

wireless MIC 
Panasonic VCR 
remote
Samsung TV remote
TV Gold converter 
box
hex screw
MIC clamp (tripod)
extra video camera 
mount plate
VCR head cleaner



CATV cord

cable TV cord
connects MBC to 
cable outlet on 
wall



audio cables (2)

Used to connect 
other audio 
sources to MBC



video camera cords (4)

extra cables for 
connecting 
external video 
components



VCR cable

extra cable to be 
used for attaching 
second VCR



headphones with brass adapter

connects to TV to 
listen to broadcast 
without getting 
feedback



microphone cable

connects 
microphone to 
MBC



wireless MIC

connects to camera 
for better sound 
recording
for “mobile” 
speakers/presenters



remote controls

remotes for 
controlling the VCR 
and TV

VCR remote will 
allow volume 
control on VCR 
when playing a 
tape

VCR TV



TV Gold converter box

converter used for 
connecting a 
computer to the 
MBC



hex screw

used to tighten or 
loosen the camera 
pedestal on top of 
MBC



MIC clamp

extra clamp for 
mounting the 
microphone



Extra camera mounting plate

extra mounting 
plate for mounting 
camera to pedestal



VCR head cleaner

cleaner for 
maintaining VCR
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